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Abstract
An incorrect position or movement or slight alteration in position during cycling can induce an increase
of aerodynamic resistance, which has an immense influence on the performance. However, when
defining an optimal aerodynamic position as in wind tunnel experiments, there is no control over the
maintaining of this position during training or races. Furthermore, during well-defined training methods
on indoor smart trainers, the aerodynamic effect has not been taken into account in determining the
imposed resistance.
Therefore, an indoor training bike was developed to continuously calculate the projected frontal area of
the cyclist and the bike as an indicator of aerodynamic drag to estimate the wind resistance the cyclist
experience in that position. The power a cyclist in that pose must push is calculated and automatically
loaded to a smart trainer. Additionally, real-time feedback on the most efficient and aerodynamic
position is provided. Therefore, vibrotactile instructions are provided when cyclists exceed a certain
calibrated projected frontal area value, corresponding to the most aerodynamic position.
In this study, an intervention with only changing resistance based on the aerodynamics was compared
with interventions with additionally vibrotactile feedback. The addition of vibrotactile signals provides
significantly higher accuracy in recapturing the most optimal aerodynamic position (p < 0.001) including
both competitive cyclists and amateur cyclists, as well as experiments with a time trial bike and a road
bike. The results in this study show that the system with variation of resistance depending on the
aerodynamic position, in combination with vibrotactile feedback for alerting cyclists when deviating from
their optimal aerodynamic position can be an interesting tool to use during training sessions on a smart
trainer.
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1. Introduction
Many cycling training programs include indoor training sessions on smart trainers, as power training or
interval training, since these systems allow to follow the predefined intervals more strictly and in a safer
way than in outdoor situations. Furthermore, indoor cycling apps (e.g. Zwift, Zwift Inc) provide realistic
environments to simulate real-life cycling experiences by adapting the resistance for e.g. climbing and
riding in a peloton. However, the influence of the posture and movement of the cyclist is not included in
estimating the imposed resistance, causing that the effect of the biomechanical movement and the
aerodynamic drag is neglected.
These biomechanical and aerodynamic parameters, however, have an important impact on cycling
races and should be given attention during training as well [1], [2]. Aerodynamics has the highest
influence on cycling performance and is especially effective in time trials, but is also important in road
races [3]. Aerodynamic drag is dependent on both the bike and cyclist, where the posture of the cyclist
itself has the biggest influence and is the most difficult to control [4]–[6]. Wind tunnel tests, computer
aided design (CAD) models and projected frontal area calculations are most used to estimate the
aerodynamic efficiency of a cyclist [4]. Once the optimal aerodynamic position is defined using one of
the above-mentioned methods, cyclists lack feedback on the quality of retaining that optimal pose during
training or races.
However, projected frontal area calculations can be real-time provided in any room, inducing that
combining these calculations with a smart training system enables adapting the resistance based on
the aerodynamic drag. In this way, real-time drag data can be provided during indoor training sessions
to compare several cycling poses in realistic cycling situations. Furthermore, when the optimal
aerodynamic position is known and calibrated, real-time feedback on the quality of the cyclists’ position
can be provided.
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In past studies, vibrotactile feedback was used in several applications to guide athletes [7]–[11].
Vibrotactile feedback is defined as guiding subjects to a desired reference position or movement by
applying vibrational stimuli onto subjects’ skin. The actual condition of subjects is compared to the
predefined reference condition and subjects are alerted by vibrating elements when deviating from this
reference position [12].
This study aimed to develop an indoor training bike to allow training of the aerodynamic cycling position
in realistic circumstances. Therefore, the projected frontal area of the cyclist was used as an indicator
of aerodynamic drag and as input to provide resistance depending on the pose of the cyclist. In addition,
real-time vibrotactile feedback was applied to the most optimal aerodynamic position. In this study, the
effectiveness of this method was investigated for time trial bikes and road bikes, as well as for amateur
cyclists and competitive riders.

2. Development indoor training bike
The indoor training bike combines a frontal camera to calculate the projected frontal area of the cyclist
with a smart trainer, where the resistance changes based on the calculated projected frontal area.
Additionally, a vibrating element is used to provide real-time vibrotactile feedback on the quality of
maintaining the optimal aerodynamic position.

2.1. Frontal camera and smart trainer
The camera is an Intel® RealSense™ depth camera D415, with a 1280x720 active stereo depth
resolution, 1920x1080 RGB resolution, a depth diagonal field of view of 70° and a frame rate of 90 fps
frame for high-quality video images during movement. The camera registers the frontal view of the
subject and calculates the projected frontal area using pixel calculation and depth correction (Figure 1
Left). To provide reliable measurements in different locations and situations, a calibration procedure
without bike and cyclist is required to eliminate noise and objects in the scope of the camera.
Based on the calculated projected frontal area, an indication of the wind resistance and simultaneously
the power cyclists should push in that position is determined. The power (P in Watt) is calculated using
equation 1 and combines the effects of the drivetrain efficiency, the velocity (v in m/s), the rolling
resistance indicated by a coefficient and the mass of the bike and cyclist (m in kg), and the air resistance
indicated by a coefficient, the projected frontal area (PFA in m2) and the velocity [13]–[15].
= 1.053 ∗

∗ (0.03 ∗

+ 0.615 ∗

∗

)

(1)

The power is constantly imposed on the smart trainer (Wahoo KICKR, Wahoo Fitness, Figure 1 Right)
to provide a realistic cycling experience depending on the position of the cyclist. As such, the variation
in air resistance by changing positions is automatically adapted and can be directly felt by the cyclist.
Furthermore, an application was developed to visualize live data of the projected frontal area, power
and velocity (Figure 2) to enable real-time interpretation of the effect of different poses for both cyclists
and trainers. The application also allows us to define an optimal projected frontal area corresponding
to the most aerodynamic cycling position, which can be used as reference position to compare and
analyse the effect of different poses.

Fig. 1. The indoor training bike. Left: An image from the frontal camera to calculate the projected frontal area
based on pixel calculation and depth correction. Right: the indoor training bike setup consisting of the frontal
camera and a smart trainer to simulate resistance based on the frontal area calculations.
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2.2. Vibrotactile feedback
To provide feedback on the defined optimal aerodynamic cycling position, vibrotactile guidance is used
when cyclists deviate from their optimal position. A certain margin of error above the optimal projected
frontal area is allowed to eliminate the effect of noise and to avoid annoying the subjects by continuously
providing vibrotactile feedback. A vibrating element (Vibration Motor, SparkFun Electronics) is attached
to the processus spinosus C7 [16] (Figure 3) and is activated wirelessly using an Arduino Feather 32u4
Bluefruit LE and HC-12 module when cyclists exceed the margin of error.

Fig. 2. The application to provide live results of the projected frontal area, power and velocity.
Furthermore, a target pose with minimal projected frontal area in a comfortable cycling position can
be defined to enable real-time vibrotactile feedback when deviating from the optimal position.

Fig. 3. The vibrating element, which is attached to processus spinosus C7, to provide
vibrotactile feedback on the predefined most aerodynamic cycling position.

3. Experiments
Using the indoor training bike, the effect of changing resistance and vibrotactile feedback on
(re)capturing the optimal aerodynamic cycling position was investigated. The main goal of this study
was to investigate the effectiveness of the system for different bike types (time trial bike and road bike)
and different levels of cyclists (amateurs and competitive riders).

3.1. Procedure
In this study, 14 participants were included consisting of seven amateur cyclists (average training hours
per week of 5.9 ± 3.0) and seven competitive cyclists (average training hours per week of 13.4 ± 6.1).
Six participants used a road bike during the experiments, eight used a time trial bike. The participants
were instructed to follow a 12-minutes long protocol, where periods of one minute in the optimal
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aerodynamic position were altered with sitting upright as for taking a turn and coming out of the saddle
as for climbing to investigate the effect on recapturing the optimal position. The subjects were instructed
to follow the protocol three times in random order, where 1) only the resistance changed based on their
pose, 2) additionally vibrotactile feedback with a margin of error of 1.5% was applied and 3) vibrotactile
feedback with a margin of error of 3% was provided. During the vibrotactile feedback interventions,
vibrations were only applied during the reference periods in the most aerodynamic position.

3.2. Statistical analysis
To allow in-between comparisons, the relative projected frontal area was calculated for each period in
the most aerodynamic pose compared to the calibrated optimal aerodynamic position. The effect of
vibrotactile feedback with different margins of error compared to only changing resistance, as well as
interaction effects of competitiveness (competitive or amateur cyclist) and bike type (time trial bike or
road bike) on the differences in relative projected frontal area between the three interventions was
analysed using the repeated measures ANOVA test combined with possibly Bonferroni post-hoc
analysis and between-subjects factors. The Independent T-test compared the differences in relative
projected frontal area between competitive and amateur cyclists and between using a time trial bike
and a road bike.

4. Results
The repeated measures ANOVA shows that the relative projected frontal area is significantly higher for
the intervention with only resistance changing (2.59 ± 3.29%), compared to interventions with
vibrotactile feedback (-0.46 ± 1.76% for the 1.5% margin of error, -0.01 ± 2.01% for the 3% margin of
error) (p < 0.001). The competitiveness (p < 0.05) and bike type (p < 0.001) have an interaction effect
on the recapturing of the reference position between the three interventions as shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5.
The Independent T-Test indicates no significant difference in attaining the aerodynamic reference
position for competitive cyclists compared to amateur cyclists (competitive cyclists 0.57 ± 2.99%,
amateur cyclists 0.76 ± 2.49%, p = 0.53). The relative reference projected frontal area is significantly
higher for participants with a road bike compared to riders with a time trial bike (road bike 1.04 ± 3.44%,
time trial bike 0.37 ± 2.04%, p < 0.05).

Fig. 4. The difference in relative projected frontal area between amateur
and competitive cyclist for the three interventions.
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Fig. 5. The effect of bike type on the differences in relative projected frontal area for the three interventions

5. Discussion
This study demonstrates that the indoor training bike can be used to help cyclists to try and compare
several poses during cycling on a smart trainer and to feel the real-life effect of change in resistance for
each pose. The results show that vibrotactile feedback to remind cyclists of their most optimal
aerodynamic cycling position provides higher accuracy in recapturing that pose compared to only using
changing resistance.
For the comparison between the effect on the time trial bike and road bike, it is obvious that the absolute
projected frontal area is higher for the road bike and that recapturing the reference cycling position
using a time trial bike is easier. The time trial bike and especially the handlebar is engineered to fix and
maintain cyclists in their most aerodynamic position [3], which limits the movement of the torso and
arms during cycling effort to optimize the cycling performance [17]. The biggest difference in recapturing
the reference position between time trial bike and road bike is found in the intervention with only
changing resistance as shown in Figure 5, which proves that vibrotactile feedback also can have utility
during road races in specific circumstances such as in a breakaway [3].
Furthermore, there is no significant difference in relative projected frontal area between competitive and
amateur cyclists. However, the influence of competitiveness on the relative projected frontal area is
significantly different between the three interventions. For vibrotactile feedback with a margin of 1.5%,
the relative reference projected frontal area is lower and negative for amateur cyclists compared to
competitive cyclists. This can be explained by the fact that competitive riders were already quite
comfortable in the calibrated aerodynamic position and could better estimate if they recapture this
position sufficiently accurately, where amateur cyclists tended to reach the position with the lowest
possible projected frontal area as they received vibrotactile feedback. This argumentation is confirmed
by the higher relative reference projected frontal area for amateur cyclists for the 3% margin and
intervention with only changing resistance.

6. Conclusion
An indoor training bike was developed to automatically adapt the resistance on a smart trainer
depending on the aerodynamic position of a cyclist. Furthermore, vibrotactile feedback was applied to
alert cyclists when deviating from their optimal aerodynamic cycling position. The combination of
changing resistance and vibrating signals has an added value in training the optimal aerodynamic
position for both competitive and amateur cyclists and for training with a time trial bike and road bike.
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